
Our customers will tell you that these are the machines they couldn’t wear out. Designed for constant 
use with minor periodic maintenance and built for the long haul; we didn’t cut any corners.

Speed
Finally a stringer that will get even the big jobs done on time.  With operating speeds ranging
from 30 per minute for really tough jobs all the way to 60 per minute for typical tags, this one gets it 
done.  Quick loading tag elevator for fast job turnaround.

Top Loading Elevator
Top loader tilts for optimum loading of almost any type of tag, ribbon or multi-part form. 
Sixteen inches of product can be loaded for quick response.

MillerBevco

Model 547 Automatic Stringer

The Model 547 Stringer is designed to tie knots in  
looped string or elastic either with or without cards  
or ribbons. The Model 547 is very versatile and can 
be adapted to meet many stringing requirements.

Features

Patented Three-Finger Knotter
Quickly set up almost any string from heavy elastics to 8/6 cotton/poly to fine #12 threads and get uniform hard knots. 
Gracefully accommodates many different string variations and ties the knot in a blink of an eye.

Adaptability
The Model 547 Stringer is available in two standard forms, the tag stringer, and the looper.

This machine is adaptable to many other stringing requirements. Our looper is capable of tying free loops 
of elastic and standard string with a few minor adjustments.

Low Maintenance/ Long Life Design

Since 1965  
www.MillerBevco.com

Specifications

Loop Length Tags:

Loops:

Speed Tags:  
Loops:

3-1/2 to 9 inches 
3-1/2 to 9 inches

Tag Size 1 inch to 6 inches wide - almost 
any size and shape between.

Tag Capacity

Power  

Weight

110 VAC 12A Internally Fused 
125 PSI Air  5SCFM

36”L x 42”W x 49”H

360 lbs.

Certified

Longer loops available with custom machines

30 to 60 per minute
30 to 60 per minute

Holds 1500 flat tags, 500 reinforced

tags, or 100 ribbons.

Size
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